A monoclonal antibody (MUM1p) detects expression of the MUM1/IRF4 protein in a subset of germinal center B cells, plasma cells, and activated T cells.
A new monoclonal antibody (MUM1p) was used to study the cell/tissue expression of human MUM1/IRF4 protein, the product of the homologous gene involved in the myeloma-associated t(6;14) (p25;q32). MUM1 was expressed in the nuclei and cytoplasm of plasma cells and a small percentage of germinal center (GC) B cells mainly located in the "light zone." Its morphologic spectrum ranged from that of centrocyte to that of a plasmablast/plasma cell, and it displayed a phenotype (MUM1(+)/Bcl-6(-)/Ki67(-)) different from that of most GC B cells (MUM1(-)/Bcl-6(+)/Ki67(+)) and mantle B cells (MUM1(-)/Bcl-6(-)/Ki67(-)). Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) analysis of single MUM1(+ )cells isolated from GCs showed that they contained rearranged Ig heavy chain genes with a varying number of V(H) somatic mutations. These findings suggest that these cells may represent surviving centrocytes and their progeny committed to exit GC and to differentiate into plasma cells. MUM1 was strongly expressed in lymphoplasmacytoid lymphoma, multiple myeloma, and approximately 75% of diffuse large B-cell lymphomas (DLCL-B). Unlike normal GC B cells, in which the expression of MUM1 and Bcl-6 were mutually exclusive, tumor cells in approximately 50% of MUM1(+) DLCL-B coexpressed MUM1 and Bcl-6, suggesting that expression of these proteins may be deregulated. In keeping with their proposed origin from GC B cells, Hodgkin and Reed-Sternberg cells of Hodgkin's disease consistently expressed MUM1. MUM1 was detected in normal and neoplastic activated T cells, and its expression usually paralleled that of CD30. These results suggest that MUM1 is involved in the late stages of B-cell differentiation and in T-cell activation and is deregulated in DLCL-B. (Blood. 2000;95:2084-2092)